CYBEX Cloud Q Car Seat Launches in the U.S.
Infant car seat lies flat for use outside of the car
Boston (PRWEB) March 14, 2016 -- When CYBEX designs a car seat, parents expect it to bring something
new and special to the table. The CYBEX Cloud Q, announced today, delivers on that promise.
The Cloud Q is built with the same uncompromising Safety, unique Design and intelligent Functionality
consumers have come to expect from CYBEX. But this seat goes a step further, introducing a number of unique
features.
Outside of the vehicle, parents can slide the seat into a fully horizontal position. This means sleeping babies can
lie completely flat, without having to transfer them into a separate carry cot. The Cloud Q has been developed
by doctors, midwives and CYBEX safety experts specifically with this in mind.
The tried-and-tested Linear Side-impact Protection (L.S.P. System) has been further improved on the Cloud Q
so that it can be telescopically extended on the door side. The first impact of an accident is distributed by the
extended side protector, while the flexible material structure of the carrier absorbs the force of the impact and
channels it away from the baby.
An XXL UVP50+ sun canopy protects the child from the elements, and elegantly disappears behind a colorcoordinated visor when not in use.
In addition to other features, the Cloud Q also comes with a load leg base, designed to minimize forward
rotation of the seat in a crash.
The CYBEX Cloud Q can be used by children from birth to 35 lbs, or 30” tall. It is available at Buy Buy Baby
for $449.95.
Founded in Germany in 2005, CYBEX develops safe, innovative and lifestyleled infant and children’s products
for parents. The world of CYBEX is characterized by the desire not only to think the seemingly unthinkable but
also to do it. This finds expression in the CYBEX D. S.F. Innovation Principle, which aims to combine
distinctive Design, superior Safety and quality with ingenious Functionality. CYBEX delivers car seats, baby
carriers and strollers to more than 80 countries, employing more than 200 talented associates worldwide. For
more information, visit http://cybex-online.com.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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